DIALECTIC AFTER PLATO AND ARISTOTLE

Ancient dialectic started as an art of refutation and evolved into a science akin to logic, grammar and linguistics. Scholars of ancient philosophy have traditionally focused on Plato’s and Aristotle’s dialectic without paying much attention to the diverse conceptions and uses of dialectic presented by philosophers after the Classical period. To bridge the gap, this volume aims at a comprehensive understanding of the competing Hellenistic and Imperial definitions of dialectic and their connections with those of the Classical period. It starts from the Megaric school of the fourth century BC and the early Peripatetics, via Epicurus, the Stoics, the Academic sceptics and Cicero, to Sextus Empiricus and Galen in the second century AD. The philosophical foundations and various uses of dialectic are closely analysed and systematically examined, together with the numerous objections that were raised against them.
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Preface

This volume contains the Proceedings of the thirteenth *Symposium Hellenisticum*, which was held in the Abbaye des Prémontrés at Pont-à-Mousson (Lorraine, France) from 15 to 19 July 2013. Thanks are due to the *Institut Universitaire de France*, the *Cornelia L. De Vogel Foundation*, the *Région Lorraine*, the *Laboratoire d'Histoire des Sciences et de Philosophie-Archives Henri Poincaré* (UMR 7117, CNRS–Université de Lorraine) and the UFR *Connaissance de l'homme* (Université de Lorraine) for their very generous financial support; also, to Roger Pouivet, Gerhard Heinzman and Anny Bégard, from the *Archives Poincaré*, for supporting and helping the organisers before and during the *Symposium* in numerous ways; finally, to Anna Ntinti for her help in transforming the various papers into a homogeneous text and for producing the indices.

All the chapters of this book were presented as papers and discussed during the *Symposium*, except Paolo Crivelli’s Chapter 2, which was commissioned afterwards by the organising committee. The participants in the *Symposium* were: James Allen, Keimpe Algra, Sophie Aubert-Baillot, Thomas Bénatouïl, Gábor Betegh, Richard Bett, Mauro Bonazzi, Tad Brennan, Charles Brittain, Luca Castagnoli, Riccardo Chiaradonna, Paolo Crivelli, Dorothea Frede, Jean-Baptiste Gourinat, Katerina Ierodiakonou, Brad Inwood, Anthony Long, Stephen Menn, Benjamin Morison, Tobias Reinhardt, Malcolm Schofield, David Sedley, Gisela Striker, Teun Tieleman, Christelle Veillard and James Warren.
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